AERON
GLOBAL AVIATION REGISTER WITH
DECENTRALIZED RECORD SYSTEM
Blockchain Solutions for Aviation
We introduce Aeron (ARN), an ERC20 compliant Ethereum based token, with a fixed
supply of 100,000,000 ARN. Aeron tokens are created to fund development and
marketing of the Aeron project with associated distributed database, online portal and
applications, as described in whitepaper and other materials posted at www.aeron.aero.
60% of the supply of ARN are being offered for sale, equating to 60,000,000 ARN. That
will be sold in two stages with ongoing limited pre-sale, which requires registration,
followed by the public general sale to launch tentatively on September 1, 2017.
2% of the tokens will be used to cover costs of the token sale. From that pool, we offer 1%
(1,000,000 ARN) to the community, to reward social participation and promotion.

Aeron Bounty Campaign
Blogs / Media Campaign:
Aeron will reward experienced writers, who would create and publish articles, news
items, reviews and other written content about Aeron project, including information
about the token sale and/or guides for the prospective buyers. Such materials should be
published in personal blogs, web sites, forums or other online medium.
Aeron will also reward video producers, who would create and publish quality video
reviews, presentations or vlogs about Aeron project and the token sale.
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Up to 30% of the bounty pool will be allocated in this category (300,000 ARN).
All published articles and videos will be divided into 3 tiers and rewarded as follows:
Exceptional quality:

250 ARN per article

500 ARN per video

Good quality:

125 ARN per article

250 ARN per video

Normal quality:

50 ARN per article

100 ARN per video

Write your article, make a blog post, or create your video, publish it and send a link to
pr@aeron.aero with subject completed as “Bounty - Media”.
Terms and Conditions:
1. Low quality, badly written articles or videos may be rejected.
2. Articles and videos must be your original work. You are not permitted to copy
other people's work and this will lead to disqualification. You can freely use all
official materials posted at www.aeron.aero web site.
3. Description of your video and any appropriate sections of your article or blog post
must include the active links to www.aeron.aero.
4. Video should be at least one minute long. Shorter videos will not be considered.
5. Article should be 500+ characters long. Shorter articles will not be considered.
6. The same content can be reused by the participant in several reputable web sites,
blogs or video hosting sites (for example a popular personal blog, Cointelegraph,
Youtube channel etc). Such repeated submissions can be compensated with 30%
additional rewards at discretion of Aeron team.
Bitcointalk Signature Campaign:
For Bitcointalk members with Member ranking and above, support us with a signature
line referring to Aeron in your posts and get rewards in ARN tokens.
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Up to 20% of the bounty pool will be allocated in this category (200,000 ARN).
Rewards will be based on the membership ranking in the following tiers:
Member:

10 ARN per week

Full Member:

20 ARN per week

Senior Member:

50 ARN per week

Hero and Legendary:

80 ARN per week

Add a signature (with HTML content exactly as specified below) to your profile rank and
send a link to pr@aeron.aero with subject completed as “Bounty - Signature”.
Terms and Conditions:
1. Signature should be retained till the end of the token general sale period,
removing the signature before that time will lead to disqualification.
2. During that period you should make at least 20 posts per week.
3. Posts should be meaningful to be eligible, posts without meaningful content,
which can be considered as made merely to raise the count, will be excluded.
4. Post should be 50+ characters long. Shorter posts will not be considered.
Signature HTML content:
[center][url=https://aeron.aero/]---à [b]AERON[/b] ß---[/url]
[url=https://aeron.aero/]BLOCKCHAIN SOLUTIONS FOR AVIATION[/url]
[url=https://aeron.aero/]---à [b]Token sale from September 1st[/b] ß---[/url][/center]
Rewards under Aeron Bounty Campaign will be accounted weekly and each participant
will get a confirmation email from the Aeron team. Tokens will be distributed to the ETH
wallets of the eligible participants at the end of the token general sale period.
We thank you for your interest in Aeron and hope for productive cooperation!
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